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Agenda

■ What is critical reflection

– Why it matters for you as teachers

– Why it matters for your students

■ Practice

■ Tools for teaching

■ More practice



“If we want to grow as teachers 
-- we must do something alien to 
academic culture: we must talk 
to each other about our inner 

lives -- risky stuff in a profession 
that fears the personal and 

seeks safety in the technical, the 
distant, the abstract.”

― Parker J. Palmer,

What is 
underneath and 

within your inner 
life/iceberg?



Critical Reflection Practice time #1

(3) minute paper right now:  “Mind Dump” write, write, write

Write about what is on your mind.  Get everything out on paper for the next three minutes.  

■ What are you thinking about?  

■ How is your head spinning?



CRITICAL REFLECTION

Critically examine what you think you know by considering 

the evidence that you have and the conclusions you are 

drawing from it.

“Stretching your thinking”

Ideas ↔ Actions ↔ Ideas

Metaphor:  Plantar Fasciitis 



This exercise helps students engage in the process of thinking and analyzing new 
knowledge/new learning contexts.  

Liminal Space

EXPERIENCES
(situations, context, 

information)

IDEAS
(conclusions, inference, actions)

This is the area we are trying 
to work with 

Critical Reflection



What’s at stake as teachers?

1. The intellectual default – the context of teaching

2. Imposter syndrome

– The practice of teaching

– Being vulnerable

– Looking at our convictions



Write a response on your worksheet #1:

What do you want to do next to advance your 
development as a teacher? What might be holding you 
back?



How do you know what your 

students know about the topic, the 

lesson, the discipline is sticking?

Pass the Brainstorm



Notes on this Teaching Tool:  
Pass the Brainstorm

• Each person starts with a basic prompt and writes for one minute.  Then they 
pass their paper to the right.  Reading what is written from person #1’s paper, 
the second writer responds to the same prompt but adds to the existing list.  
Follow this process for 3-5 rounds. Report out for set time limit.

• Energizes the classroom by keeping everyone moving

• Provides a way to generate prior knowledge and the temperature of students’ 
attention to the concepts being discussed

• Works very well for large enrollment courses



(Scriven and Paul, 2003)

Understanding

Concepts

Appreciation

Decisions

Synthesize

Application

One definition of critical thinking
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Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully 

conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information 

gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or 

communication, as a guide to belief and action.



This exercise helps students engage in the process of thinking and analyzing new 
knowledge/new learning contexts.  

Liminal Space

EXPERIENCES
(situations, context, 

information)

IDEAS
(conclusions, inference, actions)

This is the area we are trying 
to work with 

Critical Reflection



Patti Clayton’s DEAL model

Describe experience

Examine experience from a global/cultural/clinical perspective

Articulate Learning

See handout in packet:  The DEAL Model for Critical Reflection – Describe, Examine, and Articulate 
Learning
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Critical Reflection Practice time #2

Practice DEAL

Describe an experience you have had today

Examine this experience from a teaching/learning perspective:  what was meaningful 

about this experience in relation to my own teaching practice

Articulate Learning: What did I learn?  Start by writing: "I learned that…."



Questions

“When teachers view themselves as learners, there is a 
sense of vulnerability that their students are able to sense; 
they are open and more perceptive to the subject(s) they are 
teaching and to students’ needs.” (Dale and Frye)


